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Howard takes up Ebonics debate

By Velvynsa Saunders

Accounting and math majors use calculators while studying. But Black students feel they are not smart enough to study Ebonics. The Howard University Student Government (HUG) plans to teach Black students Ebonics in the classroom.

Some people familiar with the language believe that Ebonics is an educational tool and who argue that it is a separate language. According to linguists, Ebonics is a more comprehensive approach that incorporates Black English in an educational tool and who argue that Ebonics is a separate language.

“Ebonics is a more comprehensive approach,” saidXM Jones, a member of the School of Arts in Sciences. “The method they use is one of many that incorporate Black English, and who argue that it is a separate language.”

By Velvynsa Saunders

COLUMBIA

Virginia Saunders

Howard University community gathered in Rankin Chapel on Monday for a jazz celebration in honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday.

Photo by Rashida Hamilton

Bill Cosby's somber death on L.A. freeway

By Melissa Spindel

Shock struck all color, age and gender lines as America's favorite father, William Cosby, lost his only son.

Frisco, 27, was shot once in the head while driving in Los Angeles, Calif., shortly after midnight on Sunday. A woman who was in the car with Frisco told police that she saw his head fall onto the floor of the car.

The woman said she did not know Frisco well, but had seen him a few times. She said she was in the car with Frisco when he was shot.

On the morning of the 17th, the body of a man, identified as William Cosby, was found in his car.

The University of the District of Columbia will undergo serious budget cuts and program restructuring to save the University of the District of Columbia.

Students battle to save UDC

By Steven Gray

"We're going to teach Black students Ebonics. They're trying to separate Black students from the rest of the population," saidXM Jones, a member of the School of Arts in Sciences. "The method they use is one of many that incorporate Black English, and who argue that it is a separate language."
**Musicians salute King with jazz performance**

By James Carter and Rashidah Harrington
Hilltop Staff Writers

While thousands packed the National Mall and sat glued to the TV to hear newly inaugurated President Barack Obama deliver his speech, crowds in the heart of the nation's capital gathered to pay tribute to Dr. King and his legacy.

For the 11th year in a row, Lettum Playva, started in 1987 in the celebration since it started.
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Howard practices the 'exercise of praising God'

By Hilltop Staff Writer

Hilltop Staff Writer

At a recent crisis on Howard's campus in which students were facing serious problems, clergywoman Rev. Jerimiah Wright participated in a student forum focused on a sense of community and the importance of faith.

"We as students must maintain our faith, but not our faith in God," said Wright. "If we do, we can't take it away, that one may endure."

Over the holidays, doors were left open and we are in the process of hiring a new director for the campus police. "In addition to those who are judgmental of others, there are those who attend church to non-spiritual reasons," Wright said.

The audience marred with laughter and agreement with Wright explained that many people attend church to see who "they can take out in a fashion to make out—but then get fooled out." These same people "are church, hill, not into Christ.

In addition to those who are judgmental of others, there are those who attend church to non-spiritual reasons," Wright said. 

"[Wright] must be careful of how you demonstrate people are created by God," Wright said. "Wright made reference to those who refer to Whites as "the devil".

"You have been caught in the sin of the human heart. Wright explained. In addition to those who are judgmental of others, there are those who attend church to non-spiritual reasons," Wright said.

For students attending the reading on Saturday, it was an opportunity to learn more about the life of the poet. "For students attending the reading on Saturday, it was an opportunity to learn more about the life of the poet."

The Rev. Jerimiah Wright speaks at a packed chapel on Sunday the Blackburn Ballroom. He delivers a message of praising God joyfully, despite any problems or situations.

Howard students hit the slopes on USGA ski trip

By Phillipa Philpot

Hilltop Staff Writer

Even sub-zero temperatures could not keep students from the slopes during Howard University's first ski trip sponsored by the Undergraduate Student Assembly. Thirty-seven students went to Shawnee, Pa., for three days and two nights of skiing action this winter.

The seniors were in the Killington line, where they were able to rent in the indoor pool, relax in the jacuzzi and play games in the arcade room that overlooked the mountains. The Killington seniors also attended a gala, where they parted with other skiers.

Nora Salim said she hopes that this trip will be a day trip for the next break. "This trip included travel, accommodation and the ski resort," Salim said. "TI'm very interested in hearing what others have to say about this trip."

"This trip included travel, accommodation and the ski resort," Salim said. "TI'm very interested in hearing what others have to say about this trip."
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FROM THE MOUTHS OF THE CHILDREN

Local kids remember MLK on his day

By Bobby White and Lolly Bowson
Hilltop Staff Writers

These panels will be placed Slatted the program. “This billboard anti-violence messages on panels. Boston College professor who reminds people of King’s message.”

kinds of people getting along peacefully,” said Mark Cooper, a people getting along and that’s all permeates their lives.

souls who prefer to tour without a shorter.

Minuteman Museum, more than 500

Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.’s efforts museum’s Anti-Violence Billboard is designed for those 4 feet tall and

Warning to those adventurous toward ‘University Community Choir

FROM THE MOUTHS

Barry announces changes in D.C. health administration

By Bobby White

packed shoulders-to-shoelace, dozens of doctors and other officials walked past for D.C. Mayor Anthony Williams who opened the lobby of a downtown office building for the announcement of the cessation of the city’s various public health agencies. The move is one of several steps that the District will take to ensure the provision of high-quality health services by creating health chiefs, and positions and quality health services demanded.

The new department was built from already existing city agencies, including the Public Health and the Commission on Human Services.

Class for visually impaired is ‘lighthouse’ to independence

By Rashida M. Harrington

Six blind and partially visually impaired students sat around a conference room table hoping that the goal of personal and body movement to emphasize their strengths. “It’s a long road,” said Salvador Explained to her listeners Tuesday at the Capitol Children’s, Parker, who once taught visual impairments to some of the capital’s most accomplished students is just one way to let kids creatively

Howard University Community Choir will have an Open Call

For committed singers with a willingness to uplift the name of Jesus Christ in song!

No auditions necessary!

Date: Friday, January 24, 1997
Time: 4:45 P.M. Sharp
Place: Blackman Center Auditorium
For more information, please call (202) 232-6997

Write for the Local page:
All Star Gray
806-6866.
Attention: The Poetry Cipher Is Coming

Can you touch my soul through lyrical expression; make me cry, laugh, or smile at your words with affection???

Verbally drop a seed to be a part of its POETRY CIPHER

elevate a mind through a unique rhyme

UGSA wants you

PART II

UGSA

SPRING ARTS FESTIVAL 1997
FIERCE CREATURES
Don't Pet Them.

COMING SOON
www.fierce-creatures.com
Students, professors continue to delete Ebonics' worthiness

This is the position of the staff of The Hilltop as a response to a recent issue of the paper. The Hilltop, a student publication, is dedicated to providing a platform for diverse voices and perspectives. The content in this issue reflects our commitment to promoting dialogue and understanding within the university community.

International

African journalists experience America's free press

by Karen Thomas

Editor in Chief

By Karen Thomas

The journalists would visit New York and other major cities to experience America's free press. They would attend conferences, meet with journalists, and observe the workings of the media. The program was designed to foster greater understanding and appreciation of the role of the free press in a democratic society.

University of the District of Columbia students protest budget cuts

From Ebonics, A.I.

University of the District of Columbia students protest budget cuts. The students were outraged by the proposed cuts to their school's budget, which they believed would have a negative impact on their educational experiences.

Ennis Cosby killed while working on a film set on Los Angeles freeway

From Cosby, A.I.

Ennis Cosby was killed in a car crash on a Los Angeles freeway while working on a film set. The accident occurred on a busy road with little time to react. The police are investigating the cause of the crash.

Applications for 1997-98 "Hilltop" Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager

Applications for 1997-98 "Hilltop" Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager will be available in the Office of Student Activities today.

Learn more about your global community Write for The Hilltop's International page.

Call 312-555-6789
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Will second term be old tricks for new democracy?

On Monday Bill Clinton celebrated a victory that will hold him another four years in office. Black votes were a key part of Clinton's first victory and a large part of his second victory, despite Clinton's constant slighting of the African-American community.

He began his first campaign with the Senate Judiciary debate, in which he used the African-American upper to demonstrate his readiness to talk about the issue in a Black community. During his term, he stood behind the halls of congress, signed a Black Bill, and therefore negatively affected African-Americans.

Throughout his first four years in office Clinton did absolutely nothing to skillfully, and the Black community. Knowing that most Black people found the Republican Party candidate unpalatable, Clinton knew that he had to be Black in the Bay. He took no risks and was especially vocal in his African-American community.

While there are no excuses for Clinton's behavior, there are reasons. The primary one is that Clinton was facing a rising tide of conservatism. In the face of a conservative, dominant Congress and a conservative-dominated Senate, Clinton's agenda was in trouble and the contradictory state of conservative drift in the country's mind-set; Clinton elected to follow the trend.

Affirmative Action in a..., ..., He has no political reasons for...

New agreement between Israelis and Palestinians..

For the last few years the Middle East has been a stage for confrontations that often resemble international sports. The Iran-Iraq War devastated the area, as did the Persian Gulf War. Yet no conflict has ravaged the world when be announced the possibility of a Middle East... But this past

Who would ever expect a team that had a record of 0-15 to come out the very next year... Maybe Mr. Mouth needs to stop dreaming and write about reality. Hei.

Edmund Woods, Sophomore business major
Howard computer labs are plagued with viruses

Howard University is home to two such students, as the school struggles to keep abreast of the computer age. The problem is not unique to Howard, but the university has yet to address it.

Edward Lennon

Egyptian computer labs are plagued with viruses

Egyptian students are facing a major problem with their computer labs. The labs are constantly flooded with viruses, causing a great deal of frustration and inconvenience for students.

For example, a virus that is commonly found in the labs is the "Worm" virus, which can cause the computer to freeze and crash. Students have reported that it is not uncommon to lose hours of work due to this virus.

Moreover, the virus can spread quickly to other computers in the lab, making it difficult to isolate and remove. As a result, students often have to spend a great deal of time and effort trying to clean up the virus.

It is crucial for the university to take steps to address this problem and ensure a secure and reliable computing environment for students.

The writer is a computer science major.

Submit perspectives to Ta-Nehisi Coates. 806.666.
Morning Prayers

The Office of the Dean of the Chapel is pleased to announce the commencement of Morning Prayer Services every Wednesday and Friday at the Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel.

The service will include a brief meditation which will be given by members and friends of the University community. In addition, there will be a period of silent prayer and a musical selection. Service is from 8:00 to 8:20 a.m. and is designed to provide the students, faculty, staff and friends of Howard an opportunity for morning reflection and spiritual observance.

For additional information, please call the Chapel Office, 806-7280.

Schedule for January and February 1997

Wednesday, January 29, 1997
Dr. Antoine Garibaldi, Provost and Chief Academic Officer

Friday, January 31, 1997
Dr. Richard A. English, Dean, School of Social Work

Wednesday, February 5, 1997
Dr. Robert J. Cummings, Chair, African Studies and Research Program

Friday, February 7, 1997
Ms. Donna Brock, Assistant Director, University Communications

Wednesday, February 12, 1997
Mrs. Claudia Jones, Administrative Assistant, Personnel

Friday, February 14, 1997
Mr. Marlon McClain, Director, Personnel

Wednesday, February 19, 1997
Mr. Vincent Jacques, President, Student Government

Friday, February 21, 1997
Dr. Earl C. Trent, Jr., Pastor, Florida Avenue Baptist Church

Wednesday, February 26, 1997
Dr. Beatrice Adderley-Kelly, Associate Professor, College of Nursing

Friday, February 28, 1997
Ms. Maybelle Bennett, Assistant for Community Relations and Planning

Joseph’s Hair/Nail Salon
Under New Management + Stylist

Blow Dry & Curl...... $25.00
Wrap & Curl......... $30.00
Full Perm............. $50.00
T-up.................. $40.00
Sets................... $25.00
Cuts................... $15.00
Tints.................. $20.00
Rinsets................ $15.00
Tracks................ $10.00 per track
Finger Waves......... $35.00
Push Waves........... $30.00
French Rolls......... $35.00
Spiral Curls......... $35.00
Curls All Types....... $55.00

We strive to give good service at REASONABLE prices we now have a Hair Lottery when service rendered. Right Across from Howard U.
School of Business
2620 Georgia Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 319-7086
Reflections

Growing up with Ebonics

By Aida Coates

I grew up in the Oakland, Calif., public school system. In elementary school, we were taught to hang our heads as we spoke Ebonics, because it was considered a "slang" or a "dialect." But in high school, I realized that the language I was using was not just a slang but was part of our cultural heritage.

I am a member of the Oakland Black English (OBE) movement, and I have been involved in its efforts to promote Ebonics as a legitimate language. I have attended workshops and conferences where we discuss the history and significance of Ebonics, and I have been involved in organizing events to raise awareness about the importance of Ebonics.

Ebonics is not just a language; it is a cultural identity. It is a way of communicating with others who share the same experiences and background as you. It is a way of expressing yourself, and it is a way of maintaining your cultural heritage.

In my opinion, Ebonics is a legitimate language, and it should be recognized as such. The language is not just a dialect but is a complete language with its own grammar, syntax, and vocabulary.

I believe that Ebonics should be taught in schools, and it should be recognized as a legitimate language. It is a part of our cultural heritage, and it is important to preserve it for future generations.

In conclusion, I believe that Ebonics is a legitimate language, and it should be recognized as such. It is a part of our cultural heritage, and it is important to preserve it for future generations.
Two civil rights activists share experiences at Smithsonian

By Alene Ballard

Hilltop Staff Writer

Threading the birthdays of Martin Luther King, Jr., and Coretta Scott King is the Sesquicentennial Exhibit on civil rights activist couple John and Coretta Scott King at the Smithsonian Institute, which opened on Jan. 17. The exhibit will be open through April 7.

Coretta Scott King, a militant activist for civil rights movement, was married to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1953. She became involved in the struggle for equality in her husband’s wake and dedicated her time to fighting for the rights of all others involved in the movement.

She said that she became involved because of her own upbringing and family structure and was inspired to do so by her husband.

She also related an event that she called ’Star Wars’ which struck back in movie release.

She said that she became involved because of her own upbringing and family structure and was inspired to do so by her husband.

She also related an event that she called ’Star Wars’ which struck back in movie release.

As a moment of inspiration, she was taken back to the time when she was growing up and how she realized that the movie was a reflection of real-life events.

Her husband, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., was known for his efforts in the civil rights movement, and his work was heavily influenced by the themes of the movie. She noted how the movie depicted the struggle for freedom and equality, much like the work of her husband.

The exhibit features artifacts and documents from the couple’s lives, including letters, photographs, and personal items. It also includes a large collection of photographs and videos of the couple and their work.

The exhibit is part of the National Museum of African American History and Culture, which was opened in 2016 to commemorate the nation’s contributions to the African-American culture and the impact of African American history.

The exhibit is open to the public and is free of charge. For location and other information call (202) 357-4500.
1997 Homecoming Positions Open

**Steering Committee Chair**

Qualifications in brief: (see application for more details)

- Must be currently enrolled full time Spring 1997
- Cumulative gpa of at least 2.50
- Documented previous leadership experience
- Have earned at least 30 credits at Howard University

**Treasurer**

Qualifications in brief: (see application for more details)

- Must be currently enrolled full time Spring 1997
- Cumulative gpa of at least 2.50
- Bookkeeping and/or accounting experience necessary

Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities, Suite 117, Blackburn Center.

**Deadline** for completed applications is 5:00 pm February 7th.

To All Students of the Howard University Community:

This year the Undergraduate Student Association (UGSA) will attempt to increase its interaction with the student body. Extra efforts will be made by implementing a grievance and appeal process to help students make their collegiate experience more rewarding. This process will provide an outlined procedure to ensure that students have a vehicle to address issues and irregularities perceived to have an adverse impact on the academic experience.

We will assist students in addressing their opinions and concerns about policies or university regulations that may have been violated and prevent students from having the greatest college experience.

I encourage you to review materials concerning the grievance process, to ensure that you take the correct action in solving your grievance. If you have any questions contact me at the UGSA office in the Blackburn Center.

Sincerely,

Clarence Watson
Grievance Director

---

**Wrappin' Heads**

Fatima

Early Bird Special!

$30

Relaxer/Retouch with roller set

**Begins Thursday, Jan. 2, 1997**

**6am - 9am (Tues. - Fri)**

**FIRST TIME CLIENTS ONLY**

**Appointment Necessary!**

- We use and retail: Nexxus, Paul Mitchell, Avocet, Affirm, Nisim, Senscive by Nature (so lu)
- ATM and all major credit cards accepted

---

To All Students of the Howard University Community:

This year the Undergraduate Student Association (UGSA) will attempt to increase its interaction with the student body. Extra efforts will be made by implementing a grievance and appeal process to help students make their collegiate experience more rewarding. This process will provide an outlined procedure to ensure that students have a vehicle to address issues and irregularities perceived to have an adverse impact on the academic experience.

We will assist students in addressing their opinions and concerns about policies or university regulations that may have been violated and prevent students from having the greatest college experience.

I encourage you to review materials concerning the grievance process, to ensure that you take the correct action in solving your grievance. If you have any questions contact me at the UGSA office in the Blackburn Center.

Sincerely,

Clarence Watson
Grievance Director
Our theme is "The Spiritual and Ethical Dimensions of Leadership." For the event to be successful, we are encouraging the active participation of all academic units, faith communities, student organizations, support units and staff organizations.

- Use this week in whatever manner you choose to reflect upon the various challenges we confront in our personal, spiritual and intellectual lives.
- Plan a special program. Each office, department, school or college should celebrate its unique relationship to the Howard University Community.
- Participation may take the form of lectures, scripture studies, forums, worship gatherings, performances, silent meditations, readings, sharing and music.
- Provisions have been made to allocate 15 to 45 minutes during this week (except evenings after 5:00 p.m., Mondays through Fridays) in Andrew Ranking Memorial Chapel to any office/group that requests its use.

- Notify the Office of the Dean of the Chapel of your program to be included in the program brochure.
- Should you need any assistance with the planning, promotion and publicizing of your program, please call Mrs. Barbara (W1) 8:67200.
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Have the nation’s largest collegiate Black newspaper mailed to your home or office.

Be a part of history in the making!

Semester $40
Year $60

Please send my subscription to:

Name
Address

Make checks or money orders payable to:

THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Call Dichele Turner, Office Manager, for details at 202.806.6866 or e-mail us at thehilltop@clde.howard.edu
Applications for the positions of Editor in chief & Business Manager of The Hilltop are now available for the 1997-1998 school year in the office of Student Activities.

Applications are due February 14, 1997 at 5PM.

Interviews will begin February 19, 1997.
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

HUS A FALL 1996 REVIEW

WELCOME RECEPTION FOR THE CLASS OF 2000
August 17, 1996 - Howard University Main Yard
FREE ADMISSION TO THE HOLLYWOOD PICTORIAL DISPLAY
August 24, 1996 - Howard University Main Yard
HUSA INFORMATION BOOTH-U STREET FESTIVAL
August 31, 1996 - U Street
HUSA MIX AND MINGLE
September 5, 1996 - Punchout
BLACK STUDENT LUNCHEON
September 9, 1996 - Blackburn Reading Room
CO-Sponsored Library-Amnesty Day
September 13, 1996
OPERATION VOTE BISON
Registered over 13,000 students to vote in the 1996 presidential election.
BLAC K IN THE LABOR MOVEME NT
Voter Education Program September 10, 1996 School of Business Room 218
special guest: Norman Hill President of the A. Phillip Randolph Institute,
Executive Director - The National Urban League
MTV CHOOSE OR LOSE BUS
September 13, 1996 Howard University - Special guest: Ms. Rosa Parks
HOWARD VS. HAMPTON COMMUNITY BREAKFAST
September 13, 1996
BLACK STUDENT LEADERSHIP BREAKFAST
September 14, 1996 - Howard University Reading Room
NATIONAL VOTER REGISTRATION DAY
September 14, 1996 Howard University Main Yard
special guest: Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney (D-Ga)
Mr. Lawrence Bocke - President of the National Bar Association
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH FESTIVAL
Voter Registration Drive - September 15, 1996
WHY I SHOULD VOTE?
September 17, 1996 Howard University - Special guest: Mr. Junior Williams, DC Republican
AN EVENING OF JAZZ & POETRY
Co-sponsored with HUSA Punch Out! - September 19, 1996

Dear Fellow Student,

We hope this letter finds you in the best of health and spirits, as you enjoy this spring semester. The Howard University Student Association (HUSA) has been working tirelessly this year to improve your overall experience, and we are pleased to report that our efforts have been successful.

This semester, we have focused on several key areas, including security, academic services, and community involvement. We are proud to report that our efforts have been successful, and we look forward to continuing our work in the future.

As a student organization, we are committed to providing a positive and engaging environment for all students. We encourage you to participate in our events and activities, and we welcome any feedback or suggestions you may have.

Thank you for your continued support, and please feel free to contact us with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

President

HUSA FALL 1996 REVIEW

Welcome Reception for the Class of 2000
August 17, 1996 - Howard University Main Yard
A Welcome Back to School Cruise
Co-sponsored with USSSA, The Spirit of Washington
September 24, 1996
Georgia Aye Voter Registration Drive
August 24, 1996 - Registered over 770 new voters
Howard University Information Booth-U Street Festival
August 31, 1996
Howard Mix and Mingle
September 5, 1996 - Punchout
Black Student Luncheon
September 9, 1996 - Blackburn Reading Room
Co-sponsored Library-Amnesty Day
September 13, 1996
Operation Vote Bison
Registered over 13,000 students to vote in the 1996 presidential election.
Blacks in the Labor Movement
Voter Education Program September 10, 1996 School of Business Room 218
Special guest: Norman Hill President of the A. Philip Randolph Institute, Executive Director - The National Urban League
MTV Choose or Lose Bus
September 13, 1996 Howard University - Special guest: Ms. Rosa Parks
Howard vs. Hampton Community Breakfast
September 13, 1996
Black Student Leadership Breakfast
September 14, 1996 - Howard University Reading Room
National Voter Registration Day
September 14, 1996 Howard University Main Yard
Special guest: Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney (D-Ga)
Mr. Lawrence Bocke - President of the National Bar Association
Metropolitan Baptist Church Festival
Voter Registration Drive - September 15, 1996
Why I Should Vote?
September 17, 1996 Howard University - Special guest: Mr. Junior Williams, DC Republican
An Evening of Jazz & Poetry
Co-sponsored with HUSA Punch Out! - September 19, 1996

Howard University Student Association
Office of the President
January 24, 1997

Mayoral Marion Barry's Youth Institute Day
Howard Representatives gave motivational speeches to high school and junior high school students
September 26, 1996
Freedom Ride Voter Registration Drive
Kangaroo, North Carolina and Rock Hill, South Carolina - Registered 30 New Voters
October 4, 1996
Howard University Town Hall Meeting
Agenda: Issues of concern to the student body, the community and Howard University
October 10, 1996
International Student Summit
Howard University's Main Campus - October 19, 1996
Howard University's Main Campus - November 19, 1996
Howard University's Main Campus - December 19, 1996

You have seen the Emmy and Grammy awards on television and now HUSA presents the...
Excellence Awards at the Mecc
March 15, 1997, 6:00 p.m. Martin Auditorium
Semi-formal
Blion Ball
Jazz music, DJ, hors d'oeuvres, and more
March 15, 1997, 9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. Blackburn Ballroom
Semi-formal
Student Leadership Conference
Howard University
April 1997

Coordinators and Volunteers are needed to work on several events for more information please stop by the HUSA office in the Blackburn Center Rm 102

Howard University Student Association
Office of the President
January 24, 1997

Dear Fellow Student,

We hope this letter finds you in the best of health and spirits, as you enjoy this spring semester. The Howard University Student Association (HUSA) has been working tirelessly this year to improve your overall experience, and we are pleased to report that our efforts have been successful.

This semester, we have focused on several key areas, including security, academic services, and community involvement. We are proud to report that our efforts have been successful, and we look forward to continuing our work in the future.

As a student organization, we are committed to providing a positive and engaging environment for all students. We encourage you to participate in our events and activities, and we welcome any feedback or suggestions you may have.

Thank you for your continued support, and please feel free to contact us with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

President
Special Announcement

My Sisters and Brothers this past Sunday night, Cabbage Players Night Out at the Bank of FLST NW was ECCSIC No doubt! This MAD POWER UNIT job is bowing up, the spot and the mood. There were simply too many heads... pandemonium. Almost everyone came in peace and to have a good time. We are learning from our mistakes and we hope you are learning from yours. Please be here with us as we proceed to safely create the fantastic party in the bank. We are in the process of discussing the future of the bank and I urge you to come to this event and see what we have planned. Don't miss out! Cabbage Style is everything!

Reminder: There will be an Undergraduate Student Assembly meeting January 24, 1997 at 11am in the Black Box. The first annual mix and mingle!!!

Wake and Brake In The Times

$5 for every additional five words.
are free for 10 words or less and thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for individuals advertising for the purpose of publication. Announcements by all students are invited to all UGSA offices. Reminder: There will be an Undergraduate Student Assembly meeting January 24, 1997 at 11am in the Black Box. The first annual mix and mingle!!!

An event! Newly renovated w/ carpet & hardwood floors (UN-I-370-E). $250-300/month including utilities. Live with other students. Atlantic New Yorkers, from large to small. The New Yorkers at the Bank (915 F ST. NW - 1BR/1BA). $379 & $409 per month. No security deposit required. Please bare with us as we proceed to safely create the phattest party in the land. We are in the process of achieving this goal, in short we need your support. The MUPD office has been forced to institute a dress code of no athletic wear and sneakers are allowed. At Cabbage Style is everything!

Announcements


Hilltoppers

A new personal contact to quality merchandise in emotional print!

Spring Break '97: It's Here! Weekends and Weekdays to the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico!! Orga­nized Group and Individual Travel. Reserve your seats now! (202) 687-3200.

Languages and English Speaking position for Junior High/High School Teachers in Public Schools in Iowa. Must have B.A. or higher degree in Foreign Language and experience teaching in U.S. or abroad. Send resume to: ISBE, 1760 North Broadway, Blom­berg, Texas 72613-3200.


Erly Candy Flavors like R&R; Hip-Hop, Funk, Reggae & Disco.

Original Cabbage Player

D.J. Exclusive Everyone Free 9-11pm Ladies Free 11-1am $5 Band tonight with this invite 2 for 1 drinks

At The Best Secret

IIT Research Institute Keane Lockheed Martin

American Management Systems

AT&T, Discover, gas, and retail credit. Earn money they need. Call Lynn at (202) 687-3200.

AT&T, Discover, gas, and retail credit. Earn money they need. Call Lynn at (202) 687-3200.

Radio City Music Hall.

JOBS: T.V. advertisement positions for the International Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi. Anyone interested in applying should come by the UGSA office and interview. Ability to double salary with experience. Fax resume to (212) 966-7300.

Employer Requirements: 1. No charge of any kind to attend Careers '97 DC.

Careers '97 DC Conference Location

Marriott at Georgetown University (on the Georgetown campus)

3800 Reservoir Road, NW, Washington, DC (202) 687-3200.

Final Model Call The 1997-1998 H.U. Honey Calendar Girl Search

Sweat aboo Saturday January 25th

Free!!


1585 3rd St., N.W. (1 Block from Slow Hel.)

5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.

Call 1-800-969-8092 or Fax 202-291-5170

Office 202-291-5141

Bennyone Productions